Abstract. The dynamics of hen egg white lysozyme in D2O/glycerol mixtures is studied using two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy. The hydration dynamics and the protein dynamics are studied simultaneously through vibrational probes attached to the protein surface.
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Since lysozyme remains fully hydrated (roughly 5 Å of water around the protein) in glycerol mixtures [4] , addition of glycerol offers the possibility of observing both the hydration water and the protein dynamics together as a function of the bulk-viscosity. The strong preferential hydration of proteins in glycerol mixtures allows proteins to function in water/glycerol mixtures containing very small amounts of water (near 1% water by volume). [5] 2D-IR data supports this picture that lysozyme remains fully hydrated in glycerol mixtures even at low water concentrations. The vibrational lifetime of the vibrational probe is fairly insensitive to the addition of glycerol ( Fig. 2A) , remaining nearly constant for mixtures ranging from pure D2O to 20% D2O by volume. Previous work on chaotropic cosolvents has shown that the vibrational lifetime is sensitive to dehydration by a cosolvent. [6] This allows for the bulk-viscosity to be changed by more than two orders of magnitude while leaving the hydration composition unchanged.
Despite evidence that the protein remains fully hydrated at all glycerol concentrations the FFCFs are found to be extremely sensitive to the addition of glycerol (Fig. 2C) . First, the hydration dynamics slow down by nearly a factor of four upon the addition of glycerol (Fig. 2D) , decaying with a time constant of 2 ps in pure D2O and nearly 8 ps in 20% D2O (v/v). This slowdown provides evidence that the hydration layer is strongly coupled to the bulk-solvent, despite no evidence for solvent mixing. The effective change in the hydration viscosity is likely due to the confinement imposed both by the protein surface and by the semi-impermeable D2O/gylcerol mixture. With increased glycerol concentration the bulk solution becomes less accessible to the hydration water, which effectively reduces the dimensions available for diffusion.
Coupling of hydration dynamics and protein dynamics to bulk solvent
The correlation functions show that the hydration water is strongly coupled to the thermal fluctuations of the bulk-solvent. Furthermore the static offset increases upon addition of glycerol, following a nearly identical trend to that found for the hydration dynamics (Fig. 2D) . The increase in this static offset corresponds to a slowing in conformational sampling on timescales of hundreds of 
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These results provide strong support for slaving models of protein dynamics, which assert that conformational dynamics of proteins are strongly dependent upon the dynamics of the hydration layer and in the bulk solvent. [7] We observe an indirect coupling between the bulk-solvent and the internal dynamics of the protein that is mediated by the hydration layer.
This work highlights the interplay of the protein surface and the hydration environment. Previous work has shown that the protein surface of HEWL is capable of constraining the hydration dynamics through the stifling of hydrogen bond angular jumping events. [6] The dynamics of the hydration water are clearly modulated to some extent by the presence of the protein, and the inhomogenous nature of the protein surface is reflected in the inhomogeneous hydration dynamics surrounding a globular protein. [6] Here, this interplay is further investigated, showing that while the structure of the protein can influence the hydration dynamics, the hydration dynamics can in turn modulate the conformational sampling of the protein. The protein motions that are most sensitive to the solvent viscosity are those that modulate the surface topology, demanding large amplitude hydration water reorganization to accommodate new conformations. More local motions, such as side-chain motions, will likely show a weak solvent dependence, or may even lack a solvent dependence altogether. Hence the ability to sense dynamical coupling at the protein-water interface depends critically on the nature and location of the spectroscopic probe.
